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ABSTRACT
Six male-sterile plants from irradiated seed of 
the ’Pelican' tomato were found to be similar in horti­
cultural characters indicating that each mutant resulted 
from the same point mutation. The mode of inheritance 
of this character was a simple Mendelian recessive 
character. The male-sterile plants were propagated 
vegetatively for six years and it was found that this 
character could be maintained in an F2 progeny when 
crossed with 'Pelican'. The male-sterile plants were 
recovered from segregation of the above F2 progeny and 
reused to cross with different male parents in the 
production of F^ hybrid seed.
The ’Pelican' male-sterile plants were crossed 
with several lines to study its combining ability. In 
1977 the sterile 'Pelican' was crossed with each of the 
following male parents: L^l^l, L298, L253s L2*13> L386-9,
and 'Pelican'. These included crosses with indeterminate 
male parents, L298, L253> and ’Pelican’; determinate male 
parents, 1  ̂ and L2^3; and a dwarf male-parent L386-9. 
The characters studied in these F^ hybrid crosses were 
early and total yield, fruit size, cracked and catfaced
vii
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fruit, percent virus infection, foliage density, and 
general appearance.
It was found that the 'Pelican' male-sterile 
parent combined very well with L253, and L243 and in most 
cases the hybrid yielded more than the male parent. 
This indicated that the 'Pelican' male-sterile parent had 
great promise in the production of hybrid seed.
A large number of cultivars were studied for the 
character to produce a large number of flowers at one 
time for possible once over cross-pollination. Determi­
nate cultivars L401 and L441-1-2 produced an average of 
27 and 31 flowers per plant, respectively, 45 days after 
planted into the field.
The 'Pelican' male-sterile female parent was 
crossed with each L243 and L4l4 which are determinate, A 
useful gene marker, to identify seedlings at a very early 
stage, was identified in the second generation in crosses 
involving 'Pelican’ and two determinate cultivars. This 
gene marker exists as a "potato-leaf" shape and is more 
pronounced in the mature stage; however, early identifi­
cation is possible in the seedling stage about two weeks 
after planting. This enables the breeder to select the 
male sterile plants from the population to effect F^ 
hybrid seed production. This linkage was found only when
ix
determinate parents were crossed with 'Pelican' male- 
sterile which is indeterminate.
A pollen collector was modified in order to 
collect pollen for storage or immediate cross-pollination. 
The pollinator was modified by adding a wire fork to 
position around the flower stem and to vibrate the flower. 
A small removable beaker was added to collect the pollen 
when the flowers were vibrated.
Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
In the R£ generation of irradiated 'Pelican' tomato 
seedlings several male-sterile plants were obtained as 
mutants. Sterility and male-sterility have been known for 
many years in the tomato. The male-sterility character 
may be useful in the production of F^ hybrid seed which 
has been so popular with the commercial seed industry and 
growers. Previous studies have shown the presence of 
these sterilities, but in no case has the feasibility of 
using this character in commercial hybrid seed production 
been possible. With the availability of a 'Pelican' 
male-sterile parent, which has retained its major horti­
cultural characters of high yield, large fruit, good 
foliage, Fusarium wilt, and Root-knot nematode (Meloidogyne 
incognita) resistance a good opportunity exists to use this 
male-sterile parent to produce hybrid seed. These 
characters can also be transmitted into new male-sterile 
breeding parents having the desirable characteristics for 
F^ seed production. By using a pollen collector and male- 
sterile plants, the cost of hybrid seed can be greatly
1
reduced. Several methods have been employed to reduce the 
cost of hybrid seed production.
Natural insect populations to effect cross­
pollination has not been, in most instances, successful. 
Most of our hybrid seed is produced by controlled hand 
pollination therefore making the cost of seed very 
expensive as compared to normally open pollinated seed. 
Tomato F^ crosses generally exhibit hybrid vigor or 
heterosis and have been feasible in large home gardens 
and commercial industry.
This study was conducted in order to evaluate the 
combining ability of several male-sterile mutants and to 
determine if any differences existed between several 
male-sterile lines.
A method to store this genetic germplasm material 
was studied and ways to effect pollination were tested.
The characters of these mutants were carefully studied 
in order to determine if any morphological character could 
be associated and subsequently used in the early identifi­
cation of male-sterile plants in second generation 
progenies.
The character for concentrated flower production 
was studied as a possible aid in hybrid seed production.
Chapter 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The cultivated tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum 
Mill.) is believed to have originated in the South American 
tropics (6, 11, 36) and more specifically, Peru (25). By 
the time the Spanish Conquistadores were exploring South 
and Central America they found the tomato very widespread. 
The greatest concentration was found in Mexico and to a 
lesser degree in North America.
The first records date back over *400 years, which 
establishes the tomato to be a relatively new crop (25). 
Reports indicate that it was grown and used as food along 
with maize by the ancient Mexicans who called it tomati, 
from which its present day name could have been derived 
(97). However, Work (9*0 reported that Solan in 1695 
first used the word tomato, which was possibly derived 
from the Aztec word xitotomato. • Opposed to this, Fell 
(25) reported that the name of the tomato was derived 
from the Aztec word tomati.
Due to the high perishability of the fruit, the 
tomato was not an important food crop in its early history, 
and in some areas it was thought to be poisonous. It is a
member of the deadly night shade family and the tomato 
flowers and fruit closely resemble the night shades found 
in Europe and America (25, 98).
The tomato became known to European botanists in 
the sixteenth century (6) after its introduction by 
Columbus from South America to Italy, possibly on his 
second voyage (55, 7*0, or by Spanish priests who were 
always looking for plants with medicinal or culinary 
value (25, 55). The Latin name used was malaurea or 
"Golden Apples", which probably referred to the yellow 
fruited types (25). Another species was taken to Italy 
which was flat like a melrose (cultivar of apple), 
segmented, green,' and golden in color when ripe (25).
Esfahani (24) reported that the oldest records of 
the tomato were recorded in the herbal of Mathiolus in 
1554. Luckwill and Jones and Rosa (42, 55) reported that 
Tournefort established the genus Lycopersicon and noted it 
as being similar to, but distinct from Solanum. Nine 
species were listed, of which seven are present day 
Lycopersicon varieties (55). Luckwill's review (55) 
confirmed earlier findings showing that the tomato was 
introduced into Europe in the early sixteenth century. By 
the mid-1550’s the tomato was cultivated in Europe, 
probably because of its ornamental value (25). Due to its
ornamental fruit it was called poma amoris (25). When the 
tomato reached England, it became known as "Amorous Apple" 
or "Love Apple", probably because of the beauty of its 
fruit (25). In the eighteenth century extensive plantings 
of tomatoes were grown and used by the Italians (9*0.
The first tomatoes grown, as reported by Esfahani 
(2*0, produced large ribbed, oblate fruits, and these 
fruits were similar to the types first grown in the 
United States.
It was not until 1770 that the round-type of 
tomatoes became important in the United States (*J2). 
According to Carncross (11), tomato catsup was not used 
until 1779 in New Orleans, and in 1798 it was introduced 
to the Philadelphia area. By 1829 tomatoes were available 
to the public, but it was not until 1836 that this crop 
became popular in the United States. About thirty years 
later Henry Tilden of Iowa released the first American 
cultivar, Tilden (6).
Boswell, Cancross, and others (6, 11) reported that 
the first commercial production of the tomato was begun a 
little over 100 years ago.
Price (73) in 1908 has been credited as the first 
investigator into the inheritance of specific characters in 
the tomato. These characters included size, color, shape, 
and internal structure of fruit. The cotyledons, leaflets,
stature, and growth habit were also studied. Presently 
there are 116 genes known to exist in the genus Lyco- - 
persicon, of which 26 control various types of male- 
sterility (6, 59, 95).
The tomato, a naturally self-pollinated crop and 
hence highly inbred, resembles corn in respect to hybrids 
between inbred lines (23, 4l, 83-). It has long been known 
that heterosis or hybrid vigor exists in the tomato (A, 6, 
22, 62, 72, 77). Suggestions have been made to employ the 
use of hybrid seed which would be beneficial for the 
industry if large quantities of F^ seed could be produced 
at a reasonable price (3, 4, 22, 27, 34, 35, 91, 92, 98).
Numerous researchers have reported that certain 
F1 hybrids produce higher yields than the standard 
commercial inbred lines at a statistically significant 
level (2, 9, 21, 27, 34, 35, 44, 46, 54, 62, 71, 91).
An increase from 63 percent to 97 percent has been 
reported by Wellington (92) in certain F^ hybrid combi­
nations. One of the first hybrid tomatoes to be produced 
commercially in 1943 was the "Spartan Hybrid". It could 
be grown only in the greenhouse since profits were usually 
higher than field grown tomatoes (3).
Early demand and lack of available seed forced 
certain growers to produce their own hybrid seed and 
Burgess (9) noted that as early as the 1930's some Maine
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growers produced their own supply. One German firm was 
reported to have offered hybrid tomato seed for sale, but 
due to the hand pollination required, seed was too costly 
for the American grower (*J).
Early hybrids were made by- removing the corolla 
and anther tube with straight flat forceps. This 
emasculation had to be carried out before the petals were 
fully reflexed in order to avoid self-pollination. Pollen 
was transferred from the male flower with the aid of a 
needle to the stigma of the female flower (4).
Voorhees (90) described a method of pollinating 
the tomato flower which was quicker than previously 
mentioned. A spoon or watch-glass method was used to 
transfer pollen to the stigma of a flower instead of a 
knife (68). The most limiting factor for hybrid seed 
production is still hand labor (8).
However cautious the pollinator may be there is 
still a chance of contamination of self-pollinated 
flowers (83). Corn, unlike tomatoes, can be emasculated 
very simply and quickly by removing the tassel before the 
pollen is shed (83). In tomatoes emasculation is a tedious 
job which requires time, labor, and skill.
Several workers (12, 90) produced hybrid seed by a 
standard conventional technique known as the "watch-glass" 
method. Pollen was collected by tapping flowers over a
8
watch glass and obtaining the pollen. The protruding 
stigma of the female flower was then dipped into the 
pollen. Many disadvantages exist such as small quantities 
of pollen obtained, pollen blown or brushed off and lost, 
and the stigma must be protruding through the anther tube 
before good crossing occurs (12). As pointed out by 
Young (98), emasculation and pollination were probably the 
most limiting factors in hybrid seed production in 
Louisiana. Natural cross pollination in the tomato has 
been reported to be low and variable (52, 41), and 
contamination can be significant in seed production (1,
19, 48).
Researchers have tried to find methods to reduce 
the cost of producing hybrid seed by using male-sterile 
or functionally sterile, or semi-sterile plants as a 
female parent (3, 4, 16, 45, 46, 47, 72, 78, 80, 83), but 
with no commercial success.
Rick (83) found that sterile plants occur at the 
rate of one to one thousand and male-sterile plants 
constitute about five percent of all unfruitful types. In 
spite of this low frequency male-sterile plants have been 
reported by many workers (5, 10, 14, 16, 26, 28, 29, 30, 
31, 39, 45, 47, 49, 50, 51, 56, 60, 63, 67, 77, 78, 79,
80, 84, 96).
Male-sterile plants are usually larger and taller 
than fertile plants, pollen is non-viable or absent, 
anthers reduced in size, absent, and/or off color, and the 
entire flower may be reduced in size (83)* Another form of 
sterility reported by Lesley (51) was caused by the loss of 
the nuclear wall in early prophase of meiosis.
Sterile lines may be obtained in several ways. 
Larson and Parr (47) identified sterile plants from field 
plantings since these plants were readily identified by 
their abundance of vegetative growth and lack of leaf 
diseases (47, 77).
Besides the natural occurring mutations, several 
workers (7, 50, 51, 53, 56, 62, 63, 64, 88) have reported 
that male-sterility may be brought about by chemical 
mutagens, radioactive isotopes, X-rays and other means.
All forms of male-sterility reported have been controlled 
by a single recessive gene.
Powers, MacArthur, and others (53, 54, 56, 61,
71, 72, 81, 88) have produced many tomato mutants from 
X-rays and MacArthur (56) stated that "unexpectedly few 
were sterile or semi-sterile while several were taller 
than normal due to elongated internodes, but no types were 
superior or of obvious economic value."
Induced male-sterility was investigated by Moore 
(63, 64). His experiments dealt with the use of a
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gametocide (sodium cXy<3 Dichloro-isobutyate) which 
produced male-sterility without substantially reducing 
flower production and female fertility for twelve days. 
Moore (6*0 further suggested that an area of high insect 
population for natural cross pollination be used.
Larson and Paur (*17) reported on the use of a 
positional-sterile mutant which could be used in hybrid 
seed production. An additional useful feature of this 
positional-sterile mutant was that it could be propagated 
by self-pollination instead of back-crossing.
Rick and Robinson (8*1) reported on another mutant, 
Cl2 > which might serve a useful purpose in hybrid seed 
production. The pollen and ovule were normal but only a 
very small percentage of its flowers were naturally self­
pollinated. The barrier was the failure of the pollen to 
dehisce. When artificially pollinated normal fruits were 
produced.
Many researchers have worked with several tech­
niques in order to reduce the time required to produce 
hybrid seed (*!, 8, 29, 68, 70). As early as the 1930’s, 
methods and cost of production were explored. An attempt 
was made in order to work out a suitable technique for 
producing hybrid seed in quantity and to reduce the cost of 
production (**). It was found that the most economical 
method to produce seed was by collecting the pollen with an
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electric pollen collector (89) and applying it to the 
stigma with an ink-blackened match stick (29). This gave 
the greatest number of fruit and number of seed per fruit 
(29).
Hafen and Stevenson (29, 30) and Howlett (39) 
reported that a MSS^2 (male sterile type) was particularly 
well suited to rapid hand pollination because normally 
there was only a vestigial development of the stamen.
Another male-sterile type found had a long stylet which 
extended beyond the anther prior to pollen maturation (16).
The male-sterile types most commonly found had 
full-sized or nearly full-sized anthers which either did 
not form viable pollen or did not show anther dehiscence 
(5). This allowed the stigma to be readily exposed for 
rapid pollination.
According to Hafen and Stevenson (29) the presence 
of the corolla on the flower may have prevented the rapid 
drying of the stigma and increased fruit set.
In early work it quickly became apparent that 
unpruned and unstaked tomatoes could not be used for 
seed production due to difficult working conditions.
Barrons et al. (4) found that staking and pruning to one 
stem were necessary to more easily pollinate the flower 
cluster of indeterminate cultivars. Other workers (93) 
found that a 60 percent increase in seed could be obtained
12
if each plant was pruned to a double stem instead of a 
single stem.
Oba et al. (68) found that it took three to four 
hours of labor to produce one ounce of seed by the hand 
emasculation-pollination method. Contrary to this Barrens 
and Lucas (4) indicated that nine and one-half hours were 
required. Larson and Paur (47) estimated the time 
required to produce one ounce of seed to be one and one- 
fourth hours with the aid of male-sterile female parent 
and 13*07 hours with normal flowers. Working with a 
positional-sterile plant, Larson and Paur (47) estimated 
that only 11 percent as much time was required to produce 
an ounce of F^ seed. Other researchers (8) found that 
with the aid of positional-sterile flowers pollination 
time was reduced by 46 percent. The most economical cross 
pollination was found by several workers (8, 29) to be the 
hand pollination of male-sterile (stamenless) flowers. 
However, precautions had to be taken in order to avoid 
self-pollination whenever female flowers with stamens 
were used instead of stamenless flowers (83).
Rick et al. (75, 80, 82, 98) devised another 
method of F^ seed production by utilizing the wild insect 
vectors for natural cross pollination. This method 
depended largely on the genera of insects, number of 
insects, and the amount of insecticide used in the area
13
along with the cultivar to produce viable pollen and 
functional ovaries.
Rick (80) interplanted male-sterile plants with 
male-fertile plants. Results indicated that about four 
percent of the mean yield of fertile plants was obtained 
when fertile and male-sterile plants were intermingled.
He found that about eight pounds of hybrid seed per acre 
could be obtained by natural crossing. Interplanting of 
sterile and male-fertile plants had the advantage of 
utilizing the fertile parent for fruit production. This 
would help offset the cost of hybrid seed production. If 
Insecticides were used it would lower the insect population 
and reduce fruit production on the male-sterile plants. 
However, a method would have to be employed to distinguish 
plants with the fruit from those that were self­
pollinated .
As opposed to Rick's findings, Currence and Jenkins 
(19) reported that not a single fruit was set by open- 
pollinated means on six male-sterile plants growing during 
the summer of 19^3 along with male-fertile siblings (19)•
Bishop (5) indicated that unsatisfactory results 
were obtained when natural pollinations of male-sterile 
flowers were used in the field. Low fruit-set occurred if 
the male-sterile types were used.
m
Bullard and Stevenson (8) found that blow flies, 
house flies, and honey bees would not pollinate tomatoes 
under controlled conditions.
Several workers (1, 16, 29, 37, ^5, ^7, 51, 67, 78) 
postulated that although the percentage of natural cross­
pollination in the male-sterile flower is very small, the 
addition of a simply inherited recessive character such as 
green stem, or potato leaf would be beneficial. Identifi­
cation in the seedling stage of male-sterile plants would 
be advantageous.
It appears that one of the most fruitful approaches 
to the problem of reducing hybrid tomato seed cost lies in 
the use of male-sterility of some sort coupled with natural 
crossing. Functional sterility such as that found in the 
John Baer Sterile line is ideal because female parents 
could be maintained by hand selfing. A more reliable type 
of functional sterility, associated with long styles so 
that the stigma protrudes beyond the anthers is needed, 
according to Bullard and Stevenson and Burk (8, 10).
Orba et al. (68) reported an extreme variation in 
percent of fruit set on the normal cultivars due primarily 
to environmental conditions.
There has been some question as to how to maintain 
the male-sterile lines either in the heterozygous form or 
by vegetative means (16). The latter would involve several
15
virus problems and the former of growing many plants that 
would be discarded.
Bishop (5) reported the occurrence of a stamenless 
mutant found in a field which resembled the mutant 
described by Rick and Robinson (84). This mutant was 
fertile if selfed with the pollen produced from the 
occasional rudimentary stamen. All plants were stamen- 
less. He suggested that with this mutant a larger stamen- 
less plant population could be produced from seed (5)*
Stock breeders have long recognized the principle 
that breeding animals of different strains of close species 
usually gave offsprings of great vigor and frequently of 
larger size than either or both parents (92). This view 
received some recognition from the field of science even 
before Darwin's time, but so many illustrations from both 
animal and the plant world have been collected that 
biologists regarded the principle as one of Nature’s Laws. 
In more recent times this law has been tested with many 
plants and has proven to be true (27, 35, 62, 91).
Breeders have frequently observed the occurrence of hybrid 
vigor in the tomato and several workers (9, 13, 15, 17, 18, 
20, 33, 34, 35, 40, 46, 66, 69, 72, 79) have measured the 
increases in yield of certain hybrids.
Certain genes are responsible for the expression 
of such characters as maturity, vigor, yield, and disease
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resistance. The more desirable reactions of these 
characters are generally dominant and therefore if brought 
together by means of crossing, they are manifested in the 
first generation (22).
It is unlikely that any one variety will carry a 
full complement of the large number of genes responsible 
for the expression of the desirable characters, but it 
should always carry a certain number of them (22). This 
opens up the possibility of combining in one individual the 
desirable character from the two varieties and therefore 
increasing the productivity of the hybrid beyond either 
parent (22). The success of any combination depends upon 
finding two parents which will complement each other. This 
expression of vigor is referred to as hybrid-vigor or 
heterosis (22).
Varieties which are alike in appearance may have 
much the same origin and therefore carry some of the same 
"vigour” factors. In such cases the hybrid will show 
little or no increase in vigor. On the other hand, 
generally when opposites are brought together hybrid vigor 
is exhibited as reported by several workers (27, 62,
76 , 86) .
Plants like wheat and peas that are self-fertilized 
become "fixed" and the progenies resemble the parent. This
IT
is similar to the tomato since it is generally a self­
pollinated crop.
According to Larson and Paur (47) male-sterile 
lines probably have not been used extensively because they 
have not exhibited superior combining ability. Mainte­
nance of such lines is costly and laborious even though 
the segregation is one to one in a back-cross population 
for this simple recessive trait.
Larson (44) reported no difference in the com­
bining ability of male-sterile and fertile 'Earliana' 
strains as measured in early marketable yield, total 
yield, and fruit size.
Rick (81) found that hybrids with male-sterile 
'Earliana' were significantly superior in total yields.
Cram (13) obtained similar results from 'Redskin' and 
'Earliana' hybrids.
Researchers (30) worked with the tomato cultivars 
'Garden State' and 'Rutgers' to test the difference between 
the combining ability of the sterile and fruitful culti­
vars. Results indicate that there is likely to be no great 
difference in combining ability between the male-sterile 
and fertile cultivars. Hafen and Stevenson (30) feel that 
there is a possibility of a difference being present and it 
should be considered in any program involving the
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substitution of mutant strains as the female parent for 
the fertile strain.
According to Currence et al. (20), combining 
ability may be broken down into two types, general and 
specific. The latter is determined by individual crosses 
and the former by averaging the performance of a tomato 
cultivar in several combinations, preferably with a culti- 
var which is known to have good combining ability (20).
A method for selecting desirable parental lines 
for hybrid corn production was studied in.19^2 by Sprague 
and Tatum (86), and this method could possibly be employed 
in tomato production. They realized that the lines had to 
be tested both for specific and general combining ability.
It was evident in the mid-1950fs that some method 
for testing lines of tomatoes should be devised (38). 
Sprague and Tatum (86) worked with corn, and pointed out 
the differences between general and specific combining 
ability.
Six tomato cultivars were compared by Currence 
et al. (20) for combining ability and they found that 
certain crosses and parents produced better than others, 
but location had a considerable influence on their per­
formance .
Moore and Currence (65) realized the advantage of 
being able to predict the hybrid performance of specific
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cultivars in any given location. They conducted a study 
with 27 cultivars and their combining ability. 'Denmark' 
proved to be the best overall parent (65)• Reciprocals of 
some crosses gave significantly different results (32).
Many researchers have found with their studies of 
combining ability that parental lines differ in their 
ability to transmit desirable characters (37, 38, ^3).
Chapter 3
MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Handling of Tomato Germplasm
The plants in field tests in 1976-78 were grown in 
a silt-loam soil on the Hill Farm at the Louisiana State 
University Baton Rouge campus. Plants in each test for 
each year were fertilized with 1000 pounds of 8-8-8 per 
acre (1122.72 kg./ha.), plus 25 pounds of nitrogen per 
acre (28.06 kg./ha.) applied on top of the soil just 
before applying a one and one-half millimeter polyethylene 
mulch in a band eighteen inches (45*72 cm.) wide on top of 
a four foot (121.92 cm.) row. The mulch was only used for 
the spring tests.
In the spring of each year tomato seed were 
planted in greenhouse beds in a peat, silt-loam soil, and 
sand mixture where the plants were allowed to grow for ten 
days and then they were transplanted to two and one-fourth 
inch (5-71 cm.) peat pots filled with the above media.
They were then allowed to grow for approximately 30 days, 
then transplanted into the field.
In the fall tests, the tomato seed were directly 
seeded into two and one-fourth inch (5.71 cm.) peat pots
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filled with the above media and the plants were allowed to 
grow until they were transplanted into the field. After 
ten days of field growth each pot or hill was thinned to 
one plant. Plants in all tests were spaced two feet 
(60.96 cm.) apart.
Seed from all parents and crosses were saved by 
obtaining mature fruit of desired plants and squeezing the 
seed in a 500 millimeter beaker or other container and 
allowing the pulp to ferment for 2k to 48 hours at room
temperature. The pulp was strained into a 32 mesh sieve
and seed washed under running tap water. The seed were 
then placed on a paper towel to air dry.
B. Production of the Mutants
Seed of the tomato cultivar ’Pelican* were sown in 
pots by Dr. Milton J. Constantin, Professor, Comparative 
Animal Research Laboratory operated by the University of 
Tennessee for the Atomic Energy Commission at Oak Ridge, 
Tennessee. At the first true leaf stage, November 1970, 
these seedlings were irradiated with 7500 total radiation 
from ^ C o  at I .67 roentgen (r) per minute at variable 
rates. The seedlings received 14 hours daily of incan­
descent and fluorescent lighting.
Seed were saved from the irradiated plants grown 
in the greenhouse. The following spring, 1971, seed were 
sown and transplanted to the field at Oak Ridge. Five
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male-sterile mutants were obtained and maintained vege- 
tatively by rooting terminal cuttings. The five male- 
sterile mutants were designated as L39, L43, L46, L47, and 
L48. Rooted plants were sent to Louisiana State University 
for genetic studies. L47(X) resulted as a selfed plant 
from L^7 using pollen from a rudimentary anther.
C . A Study of Fi Crosses of
Male-Sterile Parents with 
Six Fertile Louisiana (L)
Advanced Seedlings
Six male-sterile or stamenless mutations of 
’Pelican' were used in this combining ability study.
The 'Pelican' mutants were L39, L^3» L ^ ,  L47, L47(X), 
and L48. The advanced lines L2^3, L^l^, L386-9, L253,
L298, and 'Pelican' were used as male parents. The 
lines L243, and L^l*) were determinate in stature,
L386-9 was dwarf, and L253> L298, and 'Pelican' were 
indeterminate (Table 1). The lines were crossed with 
each male-sterile mutant to produce hybrids in the 
spring of 1975-76. These hybrids were grown in a 
replicated test to measure their yielding ability and 
horticultural characters. In making the crosses, emascu­
lation was unnecessary except in a few cases where an 
occasional rudimentary stamen was produced. The stamens 
were removed even though microscopic evidence indicated 
that predominately non-viable pollen was produced by the
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Table 1.— Parental tomato cultivars used in inheritance, 








L391 indeterminate and stamenlessi—1CO indeterminate and stamenless
L461 indeterminate and stamenlessi—\t—-=r indeterminate and stamenless
L47CX)1 indeterminate and stamenlessi—Ioo-=r indeterminate and stamenless
^Indeterminate represents a plant which grows 
tall, determinate represents a plant which is self 
pruning, and dwarf represents a plant of indeterminate 
habit, but shorter internodes.
^Represents a male-sterile mutant of ’Pelican’.
rudimentary stamens. Pollen grains from the anthers of 
the male-fertile parents were transferred to the stigma of 
the female (male-sterile parent) to produce hybrid seed.
The F^ seed were collected, direct-seeded into two and 
one-fourth inch (5*71 cm.) peat pots on July 14, 1976. When 
the seedlings were about six inches tall (2.36 cm.), on 
August 4, 1976, they were transplanted to the field in a 
randomized block design. The plants were spaced two feet 
(60.96 cm.) apart on four foot (121.92 cm.) rows using 
seven plants per replication with three replications. Due 
to an early frost, mean fruit weight and fruit count were 
recorded on October 29, 1976 for yield data.
D. A Comparison of Six
Male-Sterile Mutants
The six mutants, L39, L43, L46, L47, L47(X), and 
L48 were all crossed with 'Pelican' to determine if the 
mutants were similar to 'Pelican' in character. The seed 
of F1 hybrids and 'Pelican' were planted in a greenhouse 
bench on February 11, 1977, and potted in two and one- 
fourth inch (5.71 cm.) peat pots on February 21, 1977*
The plants were grown until March 21, 1977 and the six F-̂  
hybrids and 'Pelican' were transplanted to the field using 
ten plants per plot and replicated four times in a 
randomized block design. Plants in all treatments were 
studied for horticultural characters and four harvests were
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made on June 6, 13, 21, and 27. The fruit were harvested, 
graded, counted, and weighed.
E. A Study of Segregation of the
Male-Sterile Character
Seed of second generation progenies of L43, L46, 
L47, L47(X), and L48 crossed with ’Pelican’ were planted in 
a greenhouse bed on February 11, 1977* The plants were 
transplanted to peat pots on February 21, 1977 and grown 
until March 21, 1977, at which time they were planted into 
the field. Harvests were made on June 6, 13, 21, and 27, 
1977 from the field test.
About 300 plants were left in the greenhouse bench 
to study the segregation of the male-sterile character.
Upon flowering the segregation ratio data was obtained and 
subjected to the Chi Square test of significance for 
goodness of fit for a simply inherited character. The 
following formula as proposed by Steel and Torrie (87) was 
used for the goodness of fit test:
  py.2 _ (observed-expected)
cL. expected
F. A Second Study on Segregation
of the Male-Sterile Character
On July 14, 1977 seed of second generation 
progenies of L39 X L243, L39 X L298, L43 X L243, L43 X 
L253, L47(X) X L253, and L48 X L386-9 were planted in a
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greenhouse bed. Seedlings were allowed to grow in a high 
population density in the greenhouse bed until all plants 
had flowered. The segregation ratio of male-fertile to 
male-sterile plants was obtained and subjected to the Chi 
Square test.
G . Flower Concentration Studies of
Determinate, Dwarf, Indeterminate
Cultivars and Fi Hybrids
A study was conducted in order to determine which 
cultivar or hybrid would produce the greatest concentration 
of flowers and/or fruit as a character for potential hybrid 
seed production. The cultivars used in this test are 
shown in Tables 2, 3, and 4. Open mature flowers at time 
of anthesis were counted on April 28 and May 4, .1977, at 
the peak of flowering, in order to determine flower number 
which could be used for once over pollination for F^ seed 
production.
H. Further Studies in Combining Ability
of Male-Sterile 'Pelican’ Crossed
with Six Breeding Parents
A male-sterile mutant from ’Pelican' was used to 
produce F^ seed with each of L2^3, L298, L^lM, L253,
L386-9, and 'Pelican'. The F^ seed were collected from 
all crosses, planted into a greenhouse bench on 
February 9, 1978, and transplanted to the field on 
March 20, in a randomized block design. In this test the
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Table 2.— Determinate cultivars and F-̂  crosses used in 
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plants were spaced 18 inches (45*72 cm.) apart in four 
foot (121.92 cm.) rows. Each plot consisted of seven 
plants replicated four times. Yield data and field 
observations were recorded from all treatments on 
May 30, and June 6, 13, and 19, 1978.
I . A Comparison of Analytical
Data on Cultivars
Fruit from parents and F^ hybrids were evaluated 
for various quality factors from the second harvest. Six 
ripe fruit from each treatment were used in the analysis.
Firmness of the fruit was determined with a 
"Precision" Penetrometer Meter. One reading was recorded 
for each of the six fruit used and averaged together with 
a low index indicating a firm fruit. A one-quarter 
section was taken from each fruit and blended in a Waring 
Blender. Percent soluble solids was determined by a 
Bausch and Lomb "Abbe-3L" refractometer.
A Beckman pH meter was used to measure pH on the 
extracted juice from the above sample on each treatment.
The color of the fruit was determined by using a Gardner 
Color and Color-difference Meter. Values obtained 
measured the lumens, and amount red and blue reflected.
J . Linkage Study of the Male-Sterile
Character with a "Potato Leaf"
A planting of the F2 filial generation of male- 
sterile 'Pelican* crossed with L243 was made in the spring 
of 1978. It was observed that in this cross each segregate 
that was male-sterile also had an identifiable "potato 
leaf" shape indicating the possibility of an excellent gene 
marker. Counts were made on plants that were male- 
sterile with this "potato leaf" characteristic.
K. Time of Pollination Studies
In this study the female parent L243 was selected 
as the determinate parent and 'Pelican' as the tall 
indeterminate parent. 'Pelican' pollen was transferred 
to the stigma of L243 flowers with no emasculation and 
before anthesis occurred in the anthers of L2^3- Seed 
from this cross were planted February 9, 1978, and 
transplanted into two and one-fourth inch (5-71 cm.) peat 
pots on February 20. A field planting was made on 
March 20, 1978. Data were recorded and the progeny 
studied to determine if any self-pollination occurred.
As an aid to pollination a pollen collector was 
constructed by modifying a tomato pollinator or vibrator 
as noted by AVRDC (89) or Pollack (70). The modifications 
included adding a prong to vibrate the tomato flower, and 
a small beaker as a removable pollen collector.
Chapter 4
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the spring of 1976, F.̂  hybrid combinations were 
made between each of six ’Pelican' male-sterile (PMS) 
mutants and six Louisiana cultivars to compare their 
production and other horticultural characters as shown 
in Tables 5 through 10.
An example of a fertile flower and a 'Pelican' 
male-sterile flower is shown in Figure 1. All fruit 
produced by the 'Pelican' male-sterile lines were catfaced 
or misshapened to a certain degree. An example of fruit 
from hand-pollinated male-sterile flowers is shown in 
Figure 2.
Data from crosses of 'Pelican' crossed with each 
male-sterile mutant are shown in Table 5- No significant 
differences were obtained from the characters studied 
except for percent viral infection. 'Pelican' had a low 
of 21 percent infection while L*J7 X 'Pelican' and L^7(X)
X 'Pelican' had the highest viral infection of 93 and 90 
percent, respectively.
In Table 6 is shown the data of L253 crossed with 
each of the male-sterile mutants. There were only slight
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Table 5.— A comparison of yield and other characteristics of F^ hybrids between
'Pelican* male-sterile mutants and 'Pelican' in Fall, 1976
X no. X w t . X frt. w t .
frt. per frt. per pit. Yield General Foliage
Treatment per oz. lb. lb./A. appearance Virus density1










7.80 5.13 2.50 13612.50 8.45 40.00 9.00
(145.38) (1135.00) (15283.12)
L46d x Pel.™ 7.90 5.32 2.62 14265-90 6.00 53.33 8.66F1p (150.77) (1189.48) (16016.71)
L47a x Pel.p
p
7.86 5.26 2.58 14048.10 7.66 93.33 8.00
(149.07) (1171.32) (15772.18)
L47(X) x Pel.p 7.83 5.41 2.64 14374.80 6.66 90.00 6 .60
(153.32) (1198.56) (16138.98)
L48 x Pel.™ F1 7.93 5.37 2.66 14483.70 8.10 79.33 8.00(152.19) (1207-64) (16261.24)
HSD.05 n. s . n. s . n. s . n. s . n.s. 35.03 2.26
HSD.01 n. s . n. s . n. s. n. s . n. s . 40.21 2.58
aMale-sterile mutant of 'Pelican'.
u
Scale of 1 to 10 used with 10 being the best rating.
cTobacco mosaic severity plus other unidentified viruses expressed in % scale
of 1 to 10 used with 10 severe virus infection.
Table 6.— A comparison of yield and other characteristics of hybrids between
’Pelican' male-sterile mutants and L253 in Fall, 1976
X no. X w t . X frt. w t .
frt. per frt. per pit. Yield General Foliage
Treatment per o z . lb. lb./A. appearance Virus density*3








L39 x L253Pi 8.26 5.63 2.89 15736.05 9.00 23.66 7.66
(159.55) (1312.06) (17667.23)
L43a x L253Pl 8.33 5.50 2.86 15572.70 8.00 .00 7.00
(155.87) (1298.44) (17483.89)




8.16 5.54 2.82 15354.90 9.00 6.66 6.66
(157.00) (1280.28) (17239.36)
L47(X) x L253pi 8.23 5.33 2.74 14919.30 8.33 3-33 00•
■=r
(151.05) (1243.96) (16750.30)
L48 x L253Pl 8.36 5.37 2.80 15246.00 6.00 44.00 6.00
(152.19) (1271.20) (17117.10)
HSD.05 n. s . n. s . n. s . 3666 1.86 35.03 2.26(4115.91)
HSD m n. s. n. s . n. s . 5246 2.14 40.21 2.58. 01 (5889.83)
aMale-sterile mutant of 'Pelican'.
^Scale of 1 to 10 used with 10 being the best rating.cTobacco mosaic severity plus other unidentified viruses expressed in % scale
of 1 to 10 used with 10 severe virus infection.
Table 7.— A comparison of yield and other characteristics of Fj hybrids between
































































HSD.05 n. s . n. s . n. s . n. s . n.s. 35.03 n.s.
HSD.01 n. s . n. s . n. s. n.s. n.s. 40.21 n.s.
aMale-sterile mutant of ’Pelican'.
Scale of 1 to 10 used with 10 being the best rating.
cTobacco mosaic severity plus other unidentified viruses expressed in % scale
of 1 to 10 used with 10 severe virus symptoms.
Table 8.— A comparison of yield and other characteristics of hybrids between
'Pelican* male-sterile mutants and 1.41*1 in Fall, 1976
X no. X wt. X frt. w t .
frt. per frt. per pit. Yield General Foliage
Treatment per oz . lb. lb./A. appearance Virus density15
pit. (gm.) (gm.) (kg./ha.) of pit.*5 (%)c
L4l4 6.20 4.82 1.11 6043.95 9.00 38.33 8.00
p (136.60) (503.94) (6785.70)L39 x L4l4pi 5.76 4.88 1.75 9528.75 5.66 60.66 6.00
(138.30) (794.50) (10698.18)
L43 x L4l4pi 5.73 4.79 1.71 9310.95 6.00 90.66 3.00
(135.75) (776.34) (10453.65)
L46 x L4l4„ F i
p
5-78 4.91 1.77 9637.65 3.66 74.00 5-33
(139.15) (803.58) (10820.45)
L47 x L4l4Fi 5.36 4.82 1.61 8766.45 6.66 63.66 6.00
(136.60) (730.94)
L47(X)a x L4l4Fi 5.53 4.87 1.68 9147.60 5.66 62.61 6.00
(138.02) (762.72) (10270.26)
L48 x L414-P *1 5.86 4.96 1.81 9855.45 6.00 60.00 6.66(140.57) (821.74) (11064.98)
HSD.05 n.s. n.s. n.s. 3666 1.86 35.03 2.26(4115.91)
HSD n. n.s. n.s. n.s. 5246 2.14 40.21 2.58. 01 (5889.83)
aMale-sterile mutant of 'Pelican'.
Scale of 1 to 10 used with 10 being a good rating.
cTobacco mosaic severity plus other unidentified viruses expressed in % scale
of 1 to 10 used with 10 severe virus symptoms.
Table 9-— A comparison of yield and other characteristics of F^ hybrids between
’Pelican’ male-sterile mutants and L243 in Fall, 1976
X no. X w t . X frt. w t .
frt. per frt. per pit. Yield General Foliage
Treatment per oz. lb. lb. /A. appearance Virus density*3










L39 x L243Fl 5.70 6.23 2.22 12087.90 6.66 40.66 5.66
(176.55) (1007.88) (13571.40)
L43 x L243Pl 5.36 5-91 1.98 10781.10 7.00 42.00 6.33
(167.48) (898.92) (12104.23)
L46 x L243™ 5.*»0 6.30 2.12 11543.40 7.33 41.66 00•F 1 (178.54) (962.48) (12960.09)




5.60 6.35 2.22 12087.90 8.00 26.00 6.00
(179.95) (1007.88) (13571.41)
L48 x L243„ pl 5.65 6.26 2.19 11924.55 6.66 43.00 5.00(177.40) (994.26) (13388.01)
HSD.05 n.s. n.s. n.s. 3666 1.86 n.s. 2.26(4115.91) 2.58HSD.01 n.s. n.s. n.s. 5246 2.14 n.s.(5889.83)
aMale-sterile mutant of ’Pelican’.
Scale of 1 to 10 used with 10 being a good rating.
cTobacco mosaic severity plus other unidentified viruses expressed in % scale
of 1 to 10 used with 10 severe virus symptoms.
Table 10.— A comparison of yield and other characteristics of F]_ hybrids between





































8 .67. 47.66 7.00





















HSD.05 n.s. n.s. n.s. 3 666(4115.91)
n.s. 35.03 n.s.
HSD.oi n.s. n.s. n.s. 5246(5889.83)
n.s. 40.21 n.s.
aMale-sterile mutant of 'Pelican*.
^Scale of 1 to 10 used with 10 being a good rating.
Q
Tobacco mosaic severity plus other unidentified viruses expressed in % scale
of 1 to 10 used with 10 severe virus symptoms.
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Figure 1. A normal flower (top) and a stamenless 
male-sterile flower (bottom)
40
Figure 2. Fruit from male-sterile plants (left) 
and normal fruit (right)
i l l
differences in number of fruit per plant, fruit weight, and 
yield among treatment combinations. Slight differences did 
exist between the foliage density ratings of treatments as 
shown in Table 6. The percent virus infection was higher 
on crosses with the male-sterile mutants as one parent.
It was apparent that a few of the plants in some treatments 
had more visible virus complex symptoms than others, but 
it is possible these treatments had the virus infection 
and did not have time to express the visible symptoms.
Data from crosses of L298 with each 'Pelican' 
male-sterile lines are shown in Table 7, and no significant 
differences between the characters studied were obtained 
except for the virus rating. The hybrids with L298 had 
a low of 50 percent virus infection to a high of 7^ percent 
whereas the control rated 31 percent. Yield results 
indicate that no differences among mutants occurred in 
combining ability with L298. Although the F^ hybrids 
produced higher yields than L298, the differences were 
not significant.
Data from crosses of L^l^l with each 'Pelican' 
male-sterile mutant are shown in Table 8. Pour of the six 
hybrids yielded significantly more than L^l^l. The two 
other hybrids with L^7 and L^7(X), produced higher yields, 
but differences were not significant. There were some 
differences between treatments for general appearance of
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plants, percent virus infection, and foliage density. In 
all cases the plants from the hybrids had a higher 
viral infection than the male parent, L4l4. Plants of 
L4l4 had a better general appearance and foliage density 
than any of the other treatments.
Data in Table 9 shows that L243 produced 7,786 
pounds per acre, while its hybrids produced a low of 
10,781 to a high of 12,140 pounds per acre. All hybrids 
produced a significant increase in yield over L243 with 
the exception of L48, which approached significance. The 
general appearance of plants in all of the hybrid 
treatments were rated higher than those of the male 
parent, L243. There were no differences between treat­
ments in mean number of fruit per plant, mean fruit 
weight, and mean pounds per plant.
As shown in Table 10, all F^ hybrids produced 
significantly larger yields than L386-9* This indicates 
that L386-9 has good combining ability with ’Pelican’. 
However, only four of the male-sterile hybrids were used. 
Seed production between the male-sterile mutant and 
L386-9 was considered low. Data on mean number and 
weight of fruit per plant show that there were no differ­
ences between treatments along with mean fruit weight.
Only L39 X L386-9 F1 hybrid had a significantly higher
viral infection than the male parent. The general 
appearance and foliage density were comparable in all 
treatments.
Summary data to compare the six male parents and 
their hybrids as an average of all ’Pelican* male- 
sterile lines are shown in Table 11. There were no 
differences in number of fruit per plant, mean fruit 
weight, mean pounds per plant, and pounds per acre from 
the treatments. The yield of F^ hybrids was greater than 
any of their respective male parents except for PMS X 
’Pelican’, which was comparable.
Percent plant infection from a virus complex is 
shown in Table 11 for parental cultivars and F^ hybrids. 
The scale used was from zero to ten, with ten having a 
severe virus infection. 1^1*1 and L298 had the highest 
incidence of virus symptoms of 67 and 68 percent, 
respectively. The cultivar L253 showed the lowest 
incidence of virus followed by L386-9 and ’Pelican’. 
Overall the F^ hybrids showed the greatest virus symptoms. 
The virus infection was considered as high as is usually 
found in a fall-grown crop. There were significant 
treatment differences in general appearance, virus 
infection, and foliage density, but the characters showed 
large variations within treatment and between repli­
cations of the same treatment.
Table 11.— Summary data of male-sterile parents and their Fi hybrids as an average of

































































































































HSD.05 n. s . n.s. n.s. n.s. 1.86 35.03 2.26
HSE.01 n. s . n. s . n.s. n.s. 2.14 40.21 2.58
aMale-sterile mutant of 'Pelican’.
Tobacco mosaic severity plus other unidentified viruses expressed in % scale 
of 1 to 10 used with 10 being severe virus infection.
cScale of 1 to 10 used with 10 being a good rating.
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In a second test using ’Pelican’ as a male parent 
on each of the six male-sterile mutants data were obtained 
on early and total yield, culls, cracked, catfaced fruit, 
and mean fruit weight. Data in Table 12 show that 
'Pelican’ gave the highest yield of early fruit, whereas 
L39 X ’Pelican'Fl and L46 X ’Pelican'p-^ gave the lowest, 
which were only slightly significant. However, as shown 
in Table 5, there were no significant differences among 
treatments for total yield. Also no differences occurred 
among treatments for production of culls, cracks, catface, 
and mean fruit weight. This data in general support 
previous results that all six mutants are apparently of 
similar genetic constitution and they are apparently the 
same as ’Pelican’ in all characteristics except male- 
sterility.
A study was initiated to identify cultivars or 
breeding parents for their ability to produce concen­
trated flower numbers which could aid hybrid seed 
production. The male-sterile gene can be transmitted in 
any breeding parent or cultivar. Also some F^ hybrids 
were included to measure flower concentration. Flower 
counts were made 33 and 45 days after transplanting 
into the field. In this test cultivars of different 
stature were selected using dwarf, determinate and 
indeterminate types.
Table 12.— A comparison of yield and other characteristics of ’Pelican' and it
crossed with each of the male-sterile lines in 1977
X frt. wt. per pit. Early yield Marketable yield
Treatment oz . lb./pit. lb./A. lb./pit. lb./A.
(gm.) (gm./plt.) (kg./ha.) (gm./plt.) (kg./ha.)
Pelican 5-70 2.93 15953 4.02 21889
j j (161.54) (1329.02) (17912) (1823.43) (24575)
L39 x Pel.p
j j
5-91 1.59 8658 3.27 17805
(167.49) (721.21) (9720) (1483.24) (19990)
L43 x Pel.p 6.00 2.01 10945 4.00 21780
(170.04) (911.72) (12288) (1814.36) (24453)
L46d x Pel.„ F1 5.51 1.77 9638 3.76 20473(156.15) (802.86) (10820) (1705.50) (22986)
L47a x Pel.p 5-33 2.05 11162 3.10 16880
(151.05) (929.86) (12532) (1406.12) (18951)
L47(X)a x Pel.p 5-57 2.22 12088 4.21 22923F1 (155.85) (1006.97) (13571) (1909.61) (25737)
L48a x Pel.Fl 5.31 2.63 14320 3-97 21617
(150.49) (1192.95) (16078) (1800.75) (24270)
HSD.05 n.s. 1.01 5499 n.s. n.s.(458.12) (6174)
HSD.oi n.s. 1.97 10727 n.s. n.s.(893-57) (12043)
SiMale-sterile mutant of ’Pelican'.
Table 12.— (continued)
wt. culls Wt. cracks Wt. catface
Treatment lb./pit. lb./A. lb./pit. lb./A. lb./pit. lb./A.
(gm./plt. ) (kg./ha.) (gm./plt.) (kg./ha.) (gm./plt.) (kg./ha.)
Pelican .01 55 .02 109 • 75 4084
Q (4.54) (62) (9.10) (122) (340.20) (4585)
L39 x Pel.- .02 109 .08 436 • 38 2070
(9.10) (122) (36.30) (490) (172.36) (2324)
L43 x Pel.- .01 55 .08 436 1.17 6 371F1
<s (4.54) (62) (36.30) (490) (530.70) (7153)L46a x Pel.- .01 55 .04 218 .46 2505Fi (4.54) (62) (18.14) (245) (208.65) (2813)
L47 x Pel.- .01 55 . .01 55 .85 4628
F1 (4.54) (62) (4.54) (454) (385.60) (5196)
L47(X)a x Pel.- .01 55 .01 55 .87 4737F1 (4.54) (62) (4.54) (454) (394.62) (5318)
L48a x Pel.- .01 55 .02 109 .80 4356F1 (4.54) (62) (9.10) (122) (362.87) (4891)
HSD.05 n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.
HSD.01 n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.
aMale-sterile mutant of 'Pelican'.
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Data in Table 13 show a comparison of flower 
numbers for a total of 31 treatments. The genetic charac­
ter of a plant that has the ability to produce a large 
number of flowers at one time would be a great aid in 
hybrid seed production if it were male-sterile. There 
were large differences in flower numbers, among treat­
ments as shown in Table 13. Of the determinate cultivars 
L441-1-2, L386-7, L401, and T3869-249 had the largest 
flower count 38 days after transplanting into the field. 
These cultivars were averaging 10 to 12 flowers per plant 
which were dehiscing and could be cross-pollinated. Two 
dwarf lines, L386-8 and L3S6-9, had a large number of 
flowers 38 days after being transplanted into the field 
averaging 10 to 13 flowers per plant. The flower counts 
on this date do reflect to some degree the character for 
earliness. Therefore, all of the cultivars showing the 
high flower counts represent early types.
There were three named indeterminate cultivars 
used in this test, as shown on Table 13. In general it 
was found that they produced fewer’flowers after 38 days. 
The flower counts ranged from a low of 21,782 flowers per 
acre for 'Floradel* to a high of 27,228 flowers for 
'Pelican* averaging four and five flowers per plant, 
respectively. Also, included in this test were nine F^ 
hybrids of which four were determinate and five were
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Table 13. —  Flower numbers of determinate, indeterminate,, 
dwarf, and F^ hybrids on April 28, 1977
Treatment FI./A. FI./ha. X fl. per pit.
Campbell 28ad 16790 679*1 3
Chicoad 19967 8080 *1
Walterad 2l|051 9733 *1
Heinz 1350ad 1*1521 5876 3
L*101a 51733 20936 10
L*102a 35850 1*1508 7
Li41^a 1*1521 5876 3
L*l*ll-l-2a 63985 2589*1 12
L386-7a 55363 22*105 10
L*ll*» x L364p6a 18605 7529 3
T3869-2*19ae *19*16*1 20018 9
T3869-217ae 2*1051 9733 *1
T3857-^17ae *12657 17263 8
T3840-17-6ae 290*13 11753 5
L*101 x L*J1*JW a *1 118895 *18116 22
L*ll*l x Chico„ a Fl 132055 53*1*12 2*1
L386-7 x Floramericap^a *12657 17263 8
L2*13 x Chicopia 193772 78*119 36
Pelicanbd 27228 11019 5
Floradelbd 21782 8815 *1
Creolebd 26320 10651 5
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Table 13.— (continued)
Treatment PI./A. PI./ha. X fl. per pit.
L432 x LH01Flb 29043 11753 5
L H 32 x LAl/<Pib 37665 15243 7
L432 x Florameriea„ bF1 17698 7162 3
L251 x L262„ b * 1 24959 10100 5
L350-1 x Beefeater^ 72608 29384 13
L386-80 56725 22956 10
L386-9C 68070 27547 13
L441-1c 37211 15059 7
L444-1c 28135 11386 5
L445-1 39480 15977 7
HSD.05 53687 21727 10





eTomato selections from Regional Laboratory, 
Charleston, South Carolina.
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indeterminate. Of the indeterminate hybrids the parents 
L432, L251, L262, and 'Beefeater' were indeterminate.
The genetic character of indeterminate plant stature is 
dominant. The determinate F^ hybrids in general produced 
the largest flower numbers, as shown in Table 13.
In a second flower count of 31 treatments as shown 
in Table 14, the cultivars in most of the treatments had 
reached a peak in flower development 45 days after field 
planting. The determinate cultivars produced a range of 
166,998 flowers per acre or approximately 31 flowers per 
plant to a low of 24,959 flowers per acre or approximately 
five flowers per plant. The determinate cultivars 
L441-1-2, L386-7, and L401 produced the largest number of 
flowers on that date. Heinz 1350 and ’Chico' produced the 
lowest number of flowers. The flower counts of the dwarf 
cultivars were generally comparable at 38 and 45 days 
after transplanting into the field. The two dwarf culti­
vars L368-8 and L386-9 again produced the largest counts 
of 69,888 and 93j029 flowers per acre, respectively. The 
indeterminate cultivars also had comparable flower numbers 
for the two dates of 38 and 45 days after transplanting 
into the field. The F^ hybrids showed differences in 
flower counts between the two dates although some cultivars 
had similar counts.
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Table 14.— Flower numbers of determinate, indeterminate, 
dwarf, and F]_ hybrids on May 4, 1977
Treatment Fl./A. Fl./ha. X fl. per
Campbell 28ad 61716 24976 11
Chicoad 27681 11202 5
Walterad 58994 23874 11
Heinz 1350ad 24959 10100 5
L401a 147938 59870 27
L402a 103012 41688 19
L4l4a 46741 18916 9
L4 4l-l-2a 116998 67584 31
L386-7a 163821 66298 30
L4l4 x L364pga 58086 23507 11
T3869-2^9ae 127517 51606 23
T3869-217ae 100289 40586 18
T3857-4l7ae 64439 26078 12
T3840-176ae 94390 38199 17
L401 x L4l4„ a *1 148885 60277 27
L4l4 x Chico„ a 
F1 172741 69935 32
L386-7 x Floramericap^a 48556 19650 9
L243 x Chico„ a 
1
233707 94581 43
Pelican 24051 9733 4
Floradelbd 20421 8264 4
Creolebd 22690 9182 4
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Table 14.— (continued)
Treatment Fl./A. F 1./ha. X fl. per pit.
L432 x L401pib 26774 10835 5




L251 x L262„ F1 18469 7477 3
L350-1 x Beefeater-
F1
72 608 29384 13
L386-80 69885 28282 13
L386-9c 93029 37648 17
L44l-lc 3675 17263 7
L444-1c 35850 14508 7
L445-1 42657 14875 8
HSD.05 65721 26597 12
HSD.01 75467 30541 14




eTomato selections from Regional Laboratory, 
Charleston, South Carolina.
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In Table 15 is shown the data of mean number of 
flowers per plant counted 38 and 45 days after trans­
planting to the field and early and total yield. Corre­
lation coefficients are given in Table 15 for total flower 
count and total yield; total flower count and early 
yield; first flower count with each early and total yield.
There were 12 determinate cultivars and five 
dwarfs in this test. Cultivars L441-1-2, 386-7, L401, 
and L386-9 produced the highest early yields of 12,526; 
10,375; 8,387; and 8,714 pounds per acre respectively.
The dwarf cultivars generally produced high total yields 
except L4l4 X L364Fg, and they ranged from 18,026 to 
25,623 pounds per- acre as shown in Table 15. It was 
found that the total flower count 45 days after planting 
was positively correlated with early yield (r = 0.77) 
and the first flower count 38 days after planting was 
significantly correlated with early yield (r = 0.68) as 
shown in Table 15. There were no correlations between 
total flower count and total yield and the first count 
and total yield.
A genetic study was conducted in the spring of 
1977* ’Pelican' was crossed with five male-sterile 
mutants, L43, L46, L47, L47(X), and L48, in the spring of 
1976. F^ progenies were grown in the fall, of which all 
were fertile or normal and F 2 seed were collected for the













Pelicana 5 9 3412(3830) 19475(21865)
Floradela 4 8 1960(2200) 10690(12001)
Creolea 5 9 2487(2792) 12850(14427)
Waltera 4 13 2396(2690) 20772(23321)
Campbell 28b 3 14 4384(4922) 16992(19077)
L401b 10 37 8387(9416) 15957(17915)
L402b 7 26 2233(2507) 10075(11312)
L4l4b 3 12 3976(4464) 13697(15378)
L386-7b 10 40 10375(11648) 16774(18833)
L44l-l-2b 12 43 12526(14063) 22029(4054)
Heinz 1350b 3 8 1198(1345) 10892(12229)
T3869-249b 9 32 3894(4372) 7897(8866)













T3840-176b 5 22 5010(5625) 10075(11312)
T3869-217b 4 22 2200(2470) 10838(12168)
L444-1c 5 12 3077(3455) 18026(20238)
L445-1c 7 15 6671(7489) 20422(22301)
L386-8c 10 23 6426(7215) 25623(28768)
L386-9c 13 30 8714(9783) 18190(20422)
L44l-lc 7 14 6154(6909) 21947(24641)
L4l4 x 1*364° r 6 3 14 2995(3363) 12090(13574)
Total fl. countrtotal yield r = .089 t = .38 n.s.
Total fl. count:early yield r = .770 t = 5-29*
Table 15-— (continued)
First flower count .-total yield r = .380 





dHarvest one plus harvest two. 
eTotal of four harvests. 
^Significant difference .05 with






spring planting. All F^ plants produced normal flowers, 
which indicated that male-sterility was a simple recessive 
character. The F2 progenies were grown in the spring of 
1977 and F 2 segregation ratios are presented in Table 16. 
The F 2 seedlings gave a good fit for an expected 3:1 ratio 
of fertile to sterile plants. This is indicated by the 
Chi Square goodness of fit test for a simply inherited 
character as shown in Table 16. These data and previous 
tests show that all mutants were similar in genetic 
make-up. The F 2 populations studied did give a good fit 
in the Chi Square test for a simply inherited character.
In the fall of 1977 a test was conducted to con­
firm preliminary results as to the mode of inheritance of 
the 'Pelican' male-sterile gene and determine if it would 
segregate out in the 3:1 ratio with a determinate, inde­
terminate, and dwarf cultivar. As shown in Table 17, all 
F2 progenies did fit well within the ratio for a Chi 
Square goodness of fit test. There were no differences in 
segregation for sterility whether the parents were 
determinate, indeterminate, or dwarf.
Data on the effect of pollination technique to 
produce F^ hybrid seed tomatoes are shown in Table 18.
This test was conducted to determine if emasculation was 
absolutely necessary to produce hybrid seed. These 
pollinations were made in the greenhouse during the spring,








LH3a x Pel.p2 3:1 274:94 3:0.97 .0579*
L46a x Pel.- f2 3:1 126:50 3:0.84 1.0908*
L47a x Pel.p 3:1 300:105 3:0.95 0.1852*
L47(X)a x Pel.- f2 3:1 133:52 3:0.85 .9531*
L48a x Pel.-f 2 3:1 178:64 3:0.92 .2713*
*X2 with 1 d.f. = 3-84. • up
aMale-sterile mutant of 'Pelican'.
cr\o








L39 x L243?2 3:1 205:73 3:0.93 .2351*
L39 x L298F2 3:1 200:75 3:0.88 .7575*
L43 x L243F2 3:1 177:74 3:0.84 2.6891*
L43 x L253F2 3:1 152:65 3:0.77 2.8401*
L47(X) x L253p2 3:1 187:76 3:0.82 2.1305*
L48 x L386-9-P F2 3:1 104:43 3:0.81 1.4172*
*X2 nc with 1 d.f. = 3.84.. 05
aMale-sterile mutant of 'Pelican*.
cr\ I—1
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Table 18.— Effect of cross pollination technique without
emasculation in Spring, 1978
Treatment No. No. No. Ind. Det.
pits. indet. det. (*) (*)■
L243 x Pelicanpia 100 94 6 94 6
L243 x Pelicanp b 50 48 2 96 4
aFemale flower pollinated with anthers attached. 
Female flower emasculated.
and in many cases the stigma was protruding slightly 
beyond the anther tubes. L-2^3, a determinate cultivar, 
was used as a female parent and crossed with the male 
indeterminate parent, 'Pelican'. Since the indeterminate 
character is a simple Mendelian dominant over the 
determinate character, all F^ seed should have been 
indeterminate. If selfing of the L2^3 parent did occur, 
plants would be identifiable as determinates or L2^3 
selfed. However, if crossing between L2*J3 and 'Pelican' 
occurred, then all F^ hybrids would be indeterminate in 
growth. In another treatment L2^3 was emasculated and 
crossed with 'Pelican'. Data in Table 18 show that 9^ 
percent of the seedlings were indeterminate when the 
female flower was pollinated with anthers still attached. 
When the female flower was emasculated, 96 percent of the 
F^ offspring were indeterminate. This is only a two 
percent decrease in self-pollination. This technique of 
F^ hybrid seed production should be investigated further, 
because precision and time of pollination and other 
factors are of major importance.
In 1977 several male-sterile plants were selected 
from an Fg population of 'Pelican' male-sterile parent 
crossed with 'Pelican'. These male-sterile plants were 
potted and transferred into the greenhouses and crosses 
made with each of the male parents shown in Table 19.
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Table 19.—  Yield of parental cultivars and F]_ hybrids in
Spring, 1978
Treatment U.S. N o . 1 U.S. No. 1
Early yield Total yield
oz./frt. lb./A. lb./A.
(gm./frt.) (kg./ha.) (kg./ha.)
Pelican 4.32 23005 32642
(122.42) (25828) (36648)
L4l4 3.84 16580 31095
(108.74) (18614) (43893)
L298 5.60 23250 45356
(158.70) (26103) (50922)
L253 6.08 12931 29429
(172.30) (14517) (33040)
L243 4.82 21713 46521
(136.59) (24377) (52230)
L386-9 3.84 16971 31771
(108.82) (21299) (35670)
PMS x Pelican 5.12 22571 34413
(145.10) (25341) (38636)
PMSa x L4l4 5.28 18839 43650
(149.63) (21151) (37779)
PMS x L298 5.28 23157 40907
(149.63) (25998) (45927)
PMS x L253 6.40 29130 43423
Q (181.37) (32705) (48752)PMS x L243 5. 44 26258 45369
(154.16) (29480) (50937)
PMSa x L386-9 5.6 22242 28367
(158.70) (24971) (31848)
HSD.05 4.17 7479 10792(118.17) (8396) (12116)
HSD.01 4.80 9324 13481(136.03) (10468) (15135)
a,Pelican' male-sterile.
Data in Table 19 show mean fruit weight and early yield of 
the two first harvests and the total yield for four 
harvests. All treatments in this test produced fairly 
high yields of early and total fruit. For early yield, 
the parental cultivar L298 produced the highest yield 
with 23,250 pounds per acre and L253 produced the lowest 
yield of 12,931 pounds per acre as shown in Table 19. The 
F^ hybrid PMS X L253 produced the highest yield of 29,130 
pounds per acre, and PMS X L2**3 produced 26,258 pounds 
per acre. The lowest early yield was produced by PMS X 
L*ll*lp^, which was 18,839 pounds per acre. L2M3 produced 
*16,521 pounds per acre total yield, and L253 produced 
29, **29 pounds. The F^ hybrid PMS X L2*<3 produced a high 
of **5,369 pounds per acre and a low of *13,650 was produced 
by PMS X L**l*l. In all F ± hybrids except for PMS X L298 
and PMS X L386-9, the F^ offspring produced a higher yield 
than the male parent. The treatments L298, L2*43, and most 
of the F1 hybrids showed a significant to a highly sig­
nificant increase in total yield over the hybrid PMS X 
L386-9 and L253. Regarding the character for yield, 
these data show that the ’Pelican' male-sterile line 
could be successfully obtained from the F 2 progeny of 
PMS X 'Pelican', therefore assuring the breeder that the 
male sterile character can be successfully stored in the 
F2 progeny seed of 'Pelican' or any other desirable
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cultivar. A comparison for general appearance, percent 
virus infection, and foliage density is shown in Table 20 
for the above treatments. General appearance and foliage 
density ratings were comparable for all treatments as no 
significant differences occurred among treatments. There 
were great differences among treatments as to viral 
infection.
The results of the laboratory tests conducted in
the spring of 1978 are shown for all treatments in Table
21. From the Gardner Color and Color-Difference Meter no
significant differences were obtained between treatments
for the L, and b values. There were differences for the
a value for L386-9 and PMS X L253t? • The firmness and pHF1
readings were comparable for all treatments; however, 
there were differences in soluble solids. The F^ hybrid 
of PMS X L253 gave the highest soluble solids reading of 
7.6 percent, whereas L386-9 gave a low of 4.8 percent, 
which is still an acceptable reading. It is interesting 
to note that all of the F^ hybrids with PMS had above six 
percent soluble solids.
Seed of the crosses grown in the fall of 1977 
(Table 17) show that out of a total of 554 plants of the 
cross PMS X L243p^ and 387 plants from the cross PMS X 
L4l4p^, male-sterile plant or segregate had leaves of a 
"potato leaf" shape (Figures 3 and 4). This linkage of
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Table 20.— Visual ratings of parents 
Spring, 1978







Pelican 9.0 10.0 8.0
L4l4 9.0 1.0 9.0
L298 8.0 40.0 8.0
L253 8.0 10.0 6.0
L243 9.0 1.0 9.0
L386-9 9.0 1.0 9.0
PMSa x Pelican 8.0 10.0 8.0
PMSa x L4l4 9.0 10.0 8.0
PMSa x L298 6 . 0 10.0 8.0
PMSa x L253 7.0 20.0 9.0
PMSa x L243 7.0 40.0 8.0
PMSa x L386-9 9.0 20.0 9.0
HSD.05 n. s . 10.61 n . s .
HSD.01 n . s . 21.43 n. s .
a,Pelican’ male-sterile.
u
Tobacco mosaic severity plus other unidentified 
virus expressed in % scale of 1 to 10 used with 10 being 
severe virus infection.
cScale of 1 to 10 used with 10 being the best
rating.
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Table 21.— A comparison of several quality characters of
parents and F^ hybrids in Spring, 1978
Treatment
Fruit color
lx ay bz Firmness pH
Soluble
solids
Pelican 31-37 28.22 1*1.52 81.50 4.50 6.15
L414 33.62 2*1.50 17-52 8*1.25 4 .40 5.80
L298 • 31.07 29.15 1*1.85 10*1.00 4.60 6.20
L253 31.72 26.52 16.75 106.50 4.50 6.32
L243 32. *17 26.95 15.45 97.75 4.50 5-32
L386-9 35.12 23.20 18.12 10*1.15 4.50 4.75
PMSa x Pelican 31.90 29.57 17.07 86.75 4.52 6.45
PMSa x L4l4 31.*<0 28.05 17.92 69-50 4.50 6.20
PMSa x L298 34.45 28. *10 18.92 105.50 4.60 6.05
PMSa x L253 31.10 32.72 17.82 9*1.50 4.60 7.60
PMSa x L243 31.65 29.10 17.*17 96.25 4.52 6.05
PMSa x L386-9 30.*10 28.12 15-55 125.75 4.55 6.60
HSD.05 n. s . 8.*11 n. s . n . s . n . s . 1.2






Figure 3. F2 seedlings from a cross of determinate 
and indeterminate parents showing a normal fertile leaf 
plant (center, left) and a potato leaf male-sterile plant 
(center, right)
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Figure A seedling leaf from a normal fertile 
plant (left) and a male-sterile plant (right)
male-sterility and potato leaf shape was found to occur 
only in crosses of 'Pelican* male-sterile plant crossed 
with a determinate cultivar, as shown in Table 22. To 
identify the male-sterile plants at an early stage of
growth, this linkage is a good breeding tool. All of the
male-sterile plants were identified at two weeks and later 
confirmed after about iJO days of growth upon flowering in 
a greenhouse bench (Figure 5).
In order to facilitate hand pollination of male- 
sterile flowers, a greenhouse tomato pollinator was 
adapted to collect pollen. The greenhouse pollinator is a 
battery powered motor with an extension to vibrate tomato 
flowers to facilitate self-pollination of greenhouse 
tomatoes. The vibrator was modified, as shown in Figure 6. 
A wire fork was added to position around the flower stem 
to hold and vibrate the flower. If the pollen is mature 
and ready to dehisce it will flow or fall from the flower
into a small beaker which has been attached to the
pollinator by a holder. After the pollen has been 
collected, the beaker may be removed with the pollen and 
used to pollinate flowers in a conventional or improved 
manner.
Table 22.— Data observed in the linkage of male-sterile character with potato leaf




















PMSa x L 2 l\3„ f2 3:1 ‘ 425:129 425 129 3:0.91 .86*
PMSa x L414-, f 2 3:1 300:87 300 87 3:0.87 1.31*
*X2 Q5 with 1 d.f. = 3.84. 
a ’Pelican' male-sterile.
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Figure 5» A mature leaf from a normal fertile 
plant (left) and a male-sterile plant (right)
/
Figure 6. Pollen collector
Chapter iJ 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
In 1970, Garofalo (26) reported that seed of the 
’Pelican' tomato were irradiated by Dr. Milton Constantin 
in Oak Ridge, Tennessee and six male-sterile mutants were 
found. The mutants were sent to the Louisiana State 
University Horticulture Department and maintained vege- 
tatively. Research was started with these male-sterile 
lines in 1976 to more fully investigate the possible use 
of this genetic character in hybrid seed programs.
Boswell (6) reported that there are 116 genes identified 
in the genus Lycopersicon, of which 26 control various 
types of male-sterility. Apparently no workers found 
these sterilities of any value in the production of hybrid 
seed. Several workers (9, 21, 35, ^6, 57, 58, 71, and 91) 
have reported that certain hybrids produce higher 
yields than commercial varieties. Wellington (91, 92) 
reported increases in yield of 63 to 97 percent in certain 
F1 combinations. Data in Table 19 show excellent yields 
from the F^ hybrids tested in 1978. Genes controlling 
resistance to diseases or insects if simply inherited as a 
dominant gene can be manipulated and used to develop a
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commercial hybrid with resistance. This has been 
readily demonstrated with the root-knot resistance gene 
that is simply inherited.
It was observed in all cases that the male-sterile 
plants generally are taller and larger than fertile plants. 
Also, in most cases the leaves were relatively of a darker 
green color than plants with normal inflorescence. This 
was similarly reported by other workers (5, 60, 78, 8l). 
Also, in some cases the 'Pelican* male-sterile plants would 
produce a few anthers that were atrophied or misshapened 
and of reduced size. In one case L^7 male-sterile was 
selfed with pollen from one of its own anthers and a male- 
sterile plant L^7(X) resulted, and this male-sterile line 
was used in several tests. This shows that in some cases 
male-sterile plants can be recovered sexually.
Hick (80, 82) interplanted male-sterile plants with 
male-ferile plants and by using natural insect populations 
found that he could obtain eight pounds of hybrid seed per 
acre. When considering that hybrid tomato seed sells about 
200 times more than normal pollinated seed, even relatively 
low per acre yield of seed could be commercially feasible.
Several workers (5, ^7, 81) have reported on the 
problem of maintaining the male-sterile lines. Although 
the original 'Pelican' male-sterile lines were vegetatively 
maintained for approximately six years, it was found that
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they became infected with viruses which was a problem. 
However, in this study it was found that by using the 
cultivar 'Pelican' to cross with the 'Pelican' male- 
sterile lines P., seed could be produced and the male- 
sterile gene maintained in an f 2 progeny. This could 
easily be done when the F2 progeny was grown and the male- 
sterile plants were recovered and used to cross with 
several male parents (Table 12). The resulting F^ seed 
were very productive, having excellent quality fruit.
Data in Table 5 and 6 show that the male-sterile 
'Pelican' had mutated at only one locus and it had main­
tained all or most of its desirable horticultural charac­
ters such as yield, fruit size and quality and others. 
Although the F^ fruit in the cross of PMS with another male 
parent was misshapened, it was found that subsequently 
progenies all produced normal or well-shaped fruit.
Data in Tables 13 and 1^ show that some determinate 
cultivars produced fairly large numbers of flowers 38 and 
^5 days after transplanting into the field. In some cases 
each plant averaged anywhere from 30 to 31 flowers that 
were dehiscing on that date and could have been cross­
pollinated if male-sterile. The male-sterile gene has 
been shown to be easily transmitted to any breeding line, 
but in these cases it would be necessary to test new male- 
sterile parents with different male parents to test their
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specific combining ability. This technique could greatly 
aid hybrid seed production by reducing cost of production.
Data in Table 30 show that a linked character 
with male-sterility did result when the indeterminate 
male-sterile 'Pelican' was crossed with two determinate 
cultivars, L2^3 and L4l4. This "potato leaf" character 
could easily be identified approximately 21 days after 
seeding in a greenhouse bench. Since all of the "potato 
leaf" plants were male-sterile, the fertile or perfect 
flowered plants all having normal leaves could be easily 
removed or rogued leaving only the male-sterile plants for 
cross-pollination, in order to produce hybrid seed. This 
is probably the first report of such a linkage which can 
be used as an aid for hybrid seed production.
Chapter 6
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The mode of inheritance of the ’Pelican' male- 
sterile tomato and its combining ability was studied 
along with its potential use for F^ hybrid seed production.
Crosses of 'Pelican' male-sterile (PMS) with each 
Louisiana cultivar L298, L^l*!, L2^3, L253» L386-9j and 
'Pelican' were used in the combining ability study.
For the characters studied, generally no sig­
nificant differences among crosses were obtained. There­
fore a summary table was compiled to compare the F^ 
hybrids of the average of all 'Pelican' male-sterile lines 
crossed with each male parent. There were no significant 
differences in number of fruit per plant, mean fruit 
weight, mean pounds per plant, and mean pounds per acre 
from the treatments. The yield of F1 hybrids was greater 
than any of their respective male parents except for one 
which was comparable (PMS X 'Pelican', which actually is 
not a hybrid). There were significant treatment differ­




In a second test using ’Pelican' crossed with each 
of the six mutants, data were obtained on early and total 
yield, cull, cracked and catfaced fruit, and mean fruit 
weight. There were only slight differences in early 
yield among the treatments. All six mutants are apparently 
of the same genetic constitution and similar to 'Pelican' 
in all characteristics except male-sterility.
A large number of cultivars were studied for 
their ability to produce concentrated flower numbers for 
once over pollination. Indeterminate, determinate, dwarf, 
and hybrids were studied in order to evaluate their 
flower production. Large differences occurred among 
treatments. The determinate cultivar L^l-1-2, L386-7, 
L^Ol, and T3869-2iJ9 had the greatest flower count 38 
days after transplanting into the field. These cultivars 
were averaging 10 to 12 flowers per plant which could be 
cross-pollinated. The dwarf cultivars, L386-8, and 
L386-9 averaged 10 to 13 flowers per plant.
The indeterminate cultivars generally produced
fewer flowers averaging four to five flowers per plant.
The hybrids in general produced the largest flower
numbers and L^lH X 'Chico'p and L2^3 X 'Chico'Fl1
produced 24 and 36 flowers per plant, respectively.
The flower counts 38 days after transplanting into 
the field reflected to some degree the character for
earliness. After 45 days of field growth, the determinate 
cultivars produced a high of 31 flowers per plant to a low 
of 5 flowers per plant. The determinate cultivars 
L441-4-2, L386-7, and L401 produced the largest numbers, 
whereas ’Heinz 1350' and ’Chico’ produced the lowest. 
Flower counts of the dwarf and indeterminate varieties 
were generally comparable at 38 and 45 days after trans­
planting into the field. It was found that the total 
flower count 45 days after planting was positively 
correlated with early yield, and the first flower count 
38 days after planting was significantly correlated with 
early yield.
A genetic study was conducted in the spring of 
1977. ’Pelican’ was crossed with five ’Pelican' mutants. 
All F 1 plants produced normal flowers, which indicated 
that male-sterility was a simple recessive character. In 
the fall of 1977 an additional genetic study was conducted 
in which four PMS parents were crossed with L243, L253, 
and L 386-9 . In both studies F^ and F2 progenies were 
grown and the F 2 seedlings gave an expected 3:1 ratio of 
fertile to sterile plants. There were no differences in 
segregation for sterility whether the parents were 
determinate, indeterminate, or dwarf.
A test was conducted in order to determine if 
emasculation was absolutely necessary to produce hybrid
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seed. L2H3, a determinate cultivar, was crossed with the 
male indeterminate parent ’Pelican’. Since the indetermi­
nate character is a simple Mendelian dominant over the 
determinate character, all of the F^ hybrids should have 
been indeterminate. If selfing of L243 occurred, then 
plants would be identifiable as L2H3- Results indicate 
that only a two percent decrease in self-pollination 
occurred.
In 1977 selected F2 ’Pelican' male-sterile plants 
were obtained and crossed with L4l4, L298, L253, L2H3, 
L386-9, and 'Pelican'. All hybrids except for PMS X 
L298 and PMS X L386-9 produced a higher yield than the 
male parent. Regarding the character for yield the data 
show that the 'Pelican' male-sterile line could be 
successfully obtained from the F 2 progeny of PMS X 
'Pelican', therefore assuring the breeder that the male- 
sterile character can be successfully stored in the F2 
progeny seed of 'Pelican' or any other desired F 2 cross.
Laboratory tests indicate that no significant 
differences were obtained between treatments for the L and 
b values of the Gardner Color and Color-difference Meter. 
Only slight differences occurred between the a values.
The firmness and pH readings were comparable for all 
treatments; however, there were differences in soluble
solids from 7.6 percent for L253 to ^.8 percent for 
L386-9* All hybrids with PMS had above six percent 
soluble solids.
Seed from F2 crosses of PMS X L2^3p2 and PMS X
L^l^p were grown and male-sterile plants or segregates 
2
had leaves of a "potato leaf" shape. This linkage of 
male-sterility and "potato leaf" shape was found to occur 
only in crosses of 'Pelican' male-sterile with a determi­
nate cultivar. This linkage is a good breeding tool to 
identify the male-sterile plants at an early stage of 
growth.
To facilitate hand pollination of male-sterile 
flowers a greenhouse tomato pollinator was adapted to 
collect pollen. The pollinator was modified by adding a 
wire fork which can be positioned around the stem to 
vibrate the flower. If the pollen is mature it will 
dehisce and fall into a detachable collection beaker which 
has been added to the modified pollinator. After the 
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